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LATIN aims at developing methods, techniques, and tools for interfacing
logics and related formal systems. These systems are at the core of mathematics
and computer science and are implemented in systems like (semi-)automated
theorem provers, model checkers, computer algebra systems, constraint solvers,
or concept classifiers. Unfortunately, these systems have differing domains of
applications, foundational assumptions, and input languages, which makes them
non-interoperable and difficult to compare and evaluate in practice.
The LATIN project develops a foundationally unconstrained framework for
the representation of logics and translations between them [9, 1]. The LATIN
framework (i) subsumes existing proof theoretical frameworks such as LF and
model theoretical frameworks such as institutions [3] and (ii) supplants them
with a uniform knowledge representation language based on OMDoc. Special
attention is paid to generality, modularity, scalability, extensibility, and interoperability.
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Lsound from the proof theory to the model theory of L. Similarly, logic translations formalize the translations of syntax, proof theory, and model theory. This
“logics-as-theories” approach makes system behaviors as well as their represented
knowledge interoperable and thus comparable at multiple levels.
The LATIN framework has been implemented generically within the Heterogeneous Tool Set Hets [7] and instantiated with the logical frameworks LF,
Isabelle, and Maude. Hets is a general institution-based framework for integration of formal methods and heterogeneous specification and proof management.
While Hets implements a large number of logics and translations, their semantics
and correctness had previously been determined only by model theoretic arguments. Within the LATIN project, Hets has been extended to support adding
logics semi-automatically using a logic specification in one of the supported logical frameworks. This brings the advantage that the logics of Hets are represented
fully formally and verified mechanically, and that new logics can be added dynamically.
To evaluate the developed framework and provide a service to the community,
the project builds an atlas of logics used in automated reasoning, mathematics,
and software engineering. The concrete logic representations span over 1000 theories and morphisms and can be found at the project web site, they include
(i) Type theory, including a modular development of the lambda cube, MartinLöf Type Theory, and Isabelle, (ii) Logics, including first-order, higher-order,
modal, and description logics, (iii) Set theory including ZFC and the Mizar variant of Tarski-Grothendieck set theory. The atlas also includes a growing number
of logic translations including, e.g., the relativization translations from modal,
description, and sorted first-order logics to unsorted first-order logic, the interpretation of type theory in set theory, the negative translation from classical to
intuitionistic logic, and the translation from first to higher-order logic. Elaborate
case studies were documented in [4, 5, 10]. The LATIN atlas is extensible, and
new logics can be added easily — including the reuse of already formalized logic
features — and related to the existing logics via translations.
To make the logic atlas scalable, we base it on the knowledge representation
language MMT [11]. MMT refines the markup language for structured theories that is part of OMDoc and provides a formal semantics for it. Moreover,
MMT comes with a scalable infrastructure [6] centered around a flexible and
foundation-independent API.
In the authoring work flow of LATIN, representations are written in Twelf
[8] using our module system for it [12]. Twelf converts the content into OMDoc/MMT, which indexes and stores it in the SVN+XML database TNTBase
[13]. In the application work flow, these OMDoc/MMT documents are imported
into Hets. In the presentation work flow, the MMT web server uses XQueries
to retrieve LATIN content and user-defined notations from TNTBase, which are
used to render the content as JOBAD-enabled [2] XHTML+MathML. All stages
of this pipeline are semantics-aware so that, for example, the web server can offer
interactive dynamic services such as definition lookup or toggling the display of
inferred types.

The browsable version of the atlas is available at the project web site. When
browsing it, keep in mind that the logical framework, the formalizations in it,
and the whole infrastructure processing them are ongoing work and thus subject
to both constant improvement and temporary failures.
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